The signing process is one of the most important processes used by organizations to ensure the confidentiality of information and to protect it against any unauthorized penetration or access to such information. As organizations and individuals enter the digital world, there is an urgent need for a digital system capable of distinguishing between the original and fraud signature, in order to ensure individuals authorization and determine the powers allowed to them. In this paper, three widely used feature detection algorithms, HARRIS, BRISK (Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints) and FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment), these algorithms are compared to calculate the run time and accuracy for set of signature images. Three techniques have been applied using (UTSig) dataset; the experiment consisted of four phases: first, applying the techniques on one image, then on four images, then on eight images, finally applying the techniques on ten images where time and accuracy were calculated for each algorithm in the all phases. The results showed that the BRISK algorithm got the best result among the feature detection algorithm in terms of accuracy and the FAST algori thm got the best result among the feature detection algorithm in terms of run time.
Introduction
A handwritten signature is an individual's personal skill which includes a set of marks and characters drawn in a particular language, the signature is often used to allow persons to perform certain transactions such as banking transactions where the signature defines the permitted validity of the individual through making sure that his signature is the forged or genuine signature. A handwritten signature contains different elements such as letters, symbols and nickname where all these elements is handwritten by the individual in order to implement a set of transactions like paying a bank check and for give a permission or approval to carry out a particular decision [1] . In present, signature detection and identifications is playing main role in almost all the field where secrecy and security are the main concerns for all individuals and countries. Also, using signature detection can help in determine the identity of individuals and their authorization for do a specific job [2] . A signature recognition system is a way to verify signature in order to detect any forgery, before get the final result from verification phase, the recognition process consists of a set of stages include normalization, feature extraction and classification, these three stages are very important to verify signature because the handwritten signature can vary each time depending on the behavior and position of the individual [3] . Figure 1 illustrates example of different patterns of signatures for the same individual. The second phase in signature recognition systems is features extraction phase, which include the process of determine and detecting a set of features in the signature image, such as: number of pixel, width, corner and length where this phase consider an important because it's the base of the process of compare biometric samples and verify individuals [4] . Moreover, the signature is a behavioral characteristic of individuals used in the field of biometrics systems in order to verify the identity of individuals and with the increasing use of biometric features in the field of security, the signature appears as a biometric feature that provides a secure means of delegating individuals and ensuring their identity in legal documents. As well as the high level of acceptance by individuals to use this feature in the field of biometric systems compared to other biometric features such as hand geometry, iris scan or DNA. All these reasons have led to an increase in the proliferation of signature recognition systems and the need for further developments on these systems.
The feature extraction phase aims at identifying a group of original image features in order to verify purposes through compare them with user sample features. There are two types of features: first type is function features including speed, compression and position such features used in verification systems of the signature online while the second type is the parameter features which is divided into two types, local parameters and global parameters [4] . The feature extraction phase is relying on determine image features with great accuracy through minimize the dimensions of the original image then extract a group of hidden traits in the image, in order to facilitate the process of differentiation between original and fake signatures. In this paper, our objective is to study the features extraction phase. Therefore, three types of features extraction algorithms have been chosen, discussed and applied on signatures images, features are detected and extracted using BRISK (Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key points), FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment) and HARRIS. Various set of images of signatures have been used in order to calculate the comparison factors (accuracy and run time) for each algorithm. Also, matching features between images were found for each algorithm.
Methodology
In this section, the techniques that are used for feature detection and comparison process are described briefly. Also, the algorithm used for each technique and feature matching has been described.
FAST Algorithm
Features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST) relies on a different approach to other algorithms based on an automated learning approach that adapts for processing, by identifying a set of few points within the range of interests and rejecting points that have no benefit [6] . In 1998, FAST algorithm was presented as a new technique for corner detector [7] . Also, FAST needs a set of criteria in order to allow matching feature point from corner detector, these criteria as follow.
Consistency
This criterion means that the detected points should be characterized as not sensitive to any noise change. This means that they do not move when multiple images are taken from the same scene.
Accuracy
This criterion means that the detection of corners should be closest to the correct positions.
Speed
This criterion means that detection is required as quickly as possible, where the process of detect corners not useful unless they are fast. Figure 2 shows test of FAST algorithm. 
Brisk Algorithm
Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Key-points (BRISK) is characterized by the fact that computations are significantly less complex, its use distance rather than Euclidean distance and it is faster than the Fast algorithm and the SURF algorithm. According to [8] , BRISK is a new algorithm designed to identify key points that match the description by evaluating this algorithm shows that the performance of high quality compared to calculations less complex. In addition, the algorithm BRISK has faster implementation than the SurF algorithm. Figure 3 shows BRISK sampling pattern. From the above figure, we can see that they consist of a binary series and the comparison tests between the points are simple and that the neighborhood points are in specific circles with one center and equal spacing. BRISK is easily scalable for faster execution by reducing the number of sampling-points in the pattern at some expense of matching quality, which might be affordable in a particular application. Moreover, scale and/or rotation invariance can be omitted trivially, increasing the speed as well as the matching quality in applications where they are not needed [8] . In this algorithm, the strength of gradient between pairs is computed using the following equation:
HARRIS Algorithm
The Harris corners algorithm employs as key-points based method for detect the forgery in the region. In addition, Harris corner detector algorithm determine static features to geometric transformations, where its used as a key-points operation in order to represent the internal structure of identical image areas [9] . Also, Harris corner detector algorithm is an invariant rotation technique that determines the corners of the image [10] . "Harris corner detection is based on the second moment auto correlation matrix. This matrix describes the Gradient distribution of input images at point x, weighted by Gaussian G(x,σ) as the following 
Dataset
The comparison process of three algorithms implemented on a set of signatures images from (UTSig) dataset. This dataset has (115) classes containing: (27) genuine signatures; (3) opposite-hand signed samples and (42) simple forgeries. Each class belongs to one specific authentic person. UTSig has 8280 images collected from undergraduate and graduate students of University of Tehran and Sharif University of Technology, signatures were scanned with 600 dpi resolution and stored as 8-bit Tiff files [10] .
Comparison Process
The comparison of the three algorithms was performed by calculating the run time and accuracy of each algorithm. The following equation was used to calculate the accuracy of each algorithm:
where Im = Total no. of matched features, Iex = Total no. of extracted features from original image and n = Total no. of images used.
Results and Discussion
First, the comparison process for the three algorithms was done on a single image. After that, the number of images increased each time at a rate of (1, 4, 8, 10) images. Table 1 shows the results of comparison process for the three feature detection algorithms depending on the accuracy and run time for each algorithm. Figure 5 shows both original and destroyed image used to test the three algorithms. Figure 6 shows the result of BRISK algorithm, for detection features process and matching features process. Figure 7 shows the result of FAST algorithm for detection features process and matching features process. From the above table, we can note that when the comparison process has been done on all cases (one, four, eight and ten) images, the accuracy of BRISK algorithm is better than the other two algorithms (HARRIS and FAST) as in Figure 9 . In addition, for the run time we can note that the best run time was for FAST algorithm when the comparison process has been done on all cases (one, four, eight and ten) images as in Figure 10 . Also, we can note that, BRISK algorithm got the second best run time and the best accuracy among three algorithms that's mean BRISK algorithm best than other algorithms. In addition, we point that the accuracy of BRISK algorithm has a positive relationship with the number of the image where we note that increasing the number of images each time leads to increased accuracy ratio of BRISK algorithm, in contrast to other algorithms where accuracy has increased in some cases and in other cases has decreased. On the other hand, the FAST algorithm and BRISK algorithm got their highest run time when the comparison process has been done on (one) image. After that, the run time for both algorithms dropped once in the case of (four) images and then remained constant. 
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, the comparison process of HARRIS, BRISK and FAST feature detection algorithms have been done on a set of signature image from (UTISG) dataset in order to measure performance through calculating the run time and accuracy for each algorithm. The three algorithm used here are popular algorithms used for feature detection, where the main elements to choose better feature detection algorithm are computational complexity and accuracy. The comparison process is done between the original images and the distorted images among all algorithms. After that, the run time and accuracy calculated for each algorithm in order to find the best feature detection algorithm. The experimental results showed that the BRISK algorithm got the best result among the feature detection algorithm in terms of accuracy, and the FAST algorithm got the best result among the feature detection algorithm in terms of run time. Also, the results showed that the number of images have effect on the accuracy and run time of the algorithm. For future work, other feature detection algorithms will be test with the same number of images. Also, change and increase the number of images will be test using these three algorithm and different algorithm in order to find the best future detection algorithm for signature images and the suitable number of images among all feature detection algorithms.
